We present a cluster-based description of coherent binary or pseudobinary alloys 
lower, e.g. , GaP-GaSb, ' GaAs-oaSb, ' or PbS-CdS.
(iv) Pinning of the epitaxial alloy composition near the value lattice matched to the substrate, ' ' We wi11 demonstrate that an approach which focuses on the elastic strain energy due to the epitaxial constraint satisfactorily explains these phenomena.
To the extent that such a description in terms of three-dimensional equilibrium thermodynamics fails quantitatively in certain instances, kinetic and two-dimensional growth effects ' or explicit surface effects (e.g. , surface steps ' ) may be potentially important.
We begin with an elastic continuum description of a pure ordered compound and describe the phenomenon of epitaxial stabilization in Sec. II. In Sec. III we show how a pure disordered or ordered phase subject to the external constraints of bulk or epitaxial growth may be described theoretically as a mixture of clusters, and discuss the expected qualitative effects of epitaxy. In Sec. IV we give details of our computational approach for two generically typical alloy systems, Cu, "Au (an "ordering" alloy, i.e. , with stable ordered compounds in bulk), and GaAs Sb, , (a "phase-separating" alloy Eb" (a ) = E, + 9Ba, (a --a, ) + (2.1) where E, " is the equilibrium total energy and B=(C»+2C,2)/3 is the bulk modulus. Now consider the same cubic material grown as a thin [see Eq. (2.5)] epitaxial film on a substrate with lattice parameter a, . Provided the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the film is accommodated elastically, the film is coherently strained and the lattice parameters of a unit cell parallel (ll) to the substrate are determined by a"while the cell dimension c normal to the substrate is free to relax. The elastic energy density U for a cubic material depends on the Cartesian strain tensor components l e""e, E", 6 y, 6, 6y ] and the cubic elastic constants C», C,2, and C44. For each substrate orientation U is a quadratic form in the strains e~~a nd e~parallel and perpendicular to the substrate. The equilibrium perpendicular dimension c, " is determined by setting d U/d ei =0 for fixed e~~, ' when c, q is substituted into U one finds, in analogy with Eq. (2.1), a total energy per fcc site of the coherently strained epitaxial film E,~ (a"c) =E, q+ , 'qBa, q(a, -a,q-) +-, ' Aa, [c -c, (a, ) ] + (2.2) For the principal substrate orientations G = [001] , @= [110] , and e= [111] the parameter q, the perpendicular elastic modulus A, and the equilibrium perpendicular dimension c, (a, ) are related by q(G) =1 B /A (G), -c," (a,) =a, -[3B/A(G) -1] (a, -a, ) .
We find 5' (2.3a) thin epitaxial material on lattice parameter a and substrate lattice parameter a"respectively, (b) . (a) shows tetragonal c/a, ratio for epitaxial film; (c) shows schematic dependence of epitaxial strain energy on Alm thickness for fixed a, .
where 3 =Cii for all three orientations. If c is unconstrained, it adopts the equilibrium value c,q (a, ) (a = a, ) and q & 1. This is illustrated in Fig.   1 ' ' ' ' the thermodynamics of and phase equilibrium among stressed solids, ' ' and the nature of the structural phase tran- ' ' Thus the excess energy of such a periodic structure (e.g. , A~"B"crystals) is is spanned by constituent clusters whose energies are taken from ordered compounds, ' ' each subject to the same constraint. For a bulk alloy, it is that the lattice parameter a be the equilibrium value for the alloy. We will characterize each constrained ordered compound n by its excess energy function bE '"'(a) 
If the M equations of state I b, E(n, g) } for the M linearly independent ordered structures are known, we can evaluate the M functions
Substituting into Eq. (3.1), we find AE(o, P) = g g"(cr )AE(n, P), and g'"(cr ) is now the occurrence frequency of figure n in configuration o. . %'ith these approximations the relevant configurational average P"(y,x, T) = ( g"(o ) ) z can be calculated simply. " Thus this analysis demonstrates that the ensemble average of the alloy energy may be interpreted as a statistical average over the energies of ordered structures n; for phase y, EE~(x, T)=(bE(o, g))~= g P"(y,x, T. )AE(n, g) .
n=1
C. Macroscopic alloy properties The formalism in the previous section permits us to use a representation in which an alloy (ordered or disordered) (3.6) The equilibrium energy for phase y is found by seeking the I P"} which minimize the free energy; the equilibrium value of the structural variable P is found by minimizing b E with respect to P.
where I'" is the probability of cluster n in the bulk alloy at (x, T). We determine the bulk equilibrium lattice parameter a, (x, T) for zero applied pressure by the requirement dbHbk(x, T) Ida =0. Since in general a,q(x, T) di6'ers from a", the individual clusters tn the alloy environment are strained.
To treat epitaxial alloys we assume the substrate is thick in comparison to the epitaxial film (so that the film may be taken as homogeneous) and that the film thickness h satisfies (monolayer) «h & h, (x), so that surface energies are thermodynamically negligible and strain is accommodated elastically. Under coherent epitaxial conditions each ordered compound (cluster n) is subject to the external constraint a~~= a, and c =c, q(a"x, T), so that EH,~(a"x,T) =g P"(a"x,T)AE, '""'[a"c,(a"x,T) ], (3.8) where I'" is evaluated for the epitaxial alloy and c, (a"x,T) is the equilibrium dimension perpendicular to the substrate, determined via dhH, (a"x,T)/dc =0.
This approach di6'ers from another recent cluster-based treatment, in which the condition dAE, " /dc=0 was incorrectly imposed for each cluster, rather than for the alloy.
The energy of an ordered compound subject to the bulk or epitaxial constraint may be calculated from first principles. ' ' ' "' ' For small 
where =EHb"(x, T)+EEs(a"x,T), (3.14) 8 
where AH", 8", and a"are the formation enthalpy, bulk modulus, and equilibrium lattice parameter, respectively, of the ordered compound from which cluster n is drawn.
The parameters A", c, '"'(a, ) , and q"are given in Eqs.
(2.3) and (2.4), where the cluster index n is absent. There are simple relationships between macroscopic properties of bulk and epitaxial alloys within the harmonic approximation if the normalized epitaxial cluster probabilities P"(x,T) are known. First, using the explicit expression for c, (a, ) given in Eq. To derive the relationship between epitaxial and bulk alloy enthalpies, substitute Eq. (2.3b) for c, 'q'(a, ) into Eq.
(3.9b), substitute Eq. (3.9b) into Eq. (3.8), and write the epitaxial alloy energy as a quadratic in terms of (c',q' -a"), (a, -a") ,and (c, 'q' -a")(a, -a"). (Table II) for Ga4As4 "Sb"ordered compounds. Phase diagrams for GaAs Sb, "as in Fig. 8 Given A& "B"cluster parameters as input, the cluster probabilities P"(x,T) and entropy S may be simultaneously determined under bulk or epitaxial conditions by minimizing the alloy free energy I' =E -TS with respect to the IP"I using the cluster variation method of Kikuchi. ' In this study we work within the tetrahedron approximation (i.e. , the largest configurational figure retained is the tetrahedron, as discussed in Sec. III B [a (x) ] are also large, so their relative probabilities P"(x) are suppressed when minimizing the free energy for each phase using the cluster variation method. Errors associated with anharmonicity are probably smaller than those implicit in the nearest-neighbor tetrahedron approximation CVM described above, and for purposes of comparing bulk and epitaxial phase diagrarns, a strictly harmonic description is adequate. (iv) The epitaxial formation enthalpies 5H, '""' (Tables  III and IV) (Table IV) . Here b,H (x"))b,H")0 at x"=-, ', (Table II Table II for Ga4As3Sb and Ga2AsSb on all three substrates (Table IV) ; or epitaxial ordered corn pounds remain unstable, 5H,~)0, the case (Table IV) ' ' In Fig. 7 Fig. 8(a) and by solid dots in Fig. 9(a) 
(5.8) We note that b, e'"' (a, ) : -e, 'z' (a, ) -ebk'= -h(a"x").
At the stoichiometric compositions x, = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 the dependence of the epitaxial shifts in order-disorder transition temperatures may be found directly from Fig. 10(a), to the extent that they are dominated by the diagonal he' ' in Eq. (5.5). In Fig. 11(a) we show the epitaxy- Fig. 10(a) ] of b, (a"x). For GaAs"Sb, using model I the b, T ' '(a, ) [ Fig. 8(b) oriented substrate with a, =a,q(0.5)) values, respectively. In (b) and (c) bulk and epitaxial 0 curves are indistinguishable.
Examination of the cluster probabilities provides insight into how an alloy responds to the epitaxial constraint. For high enough temperatures the cluster probabilities P"(x,T) assume their random (R) binomial distribution values. For our choice of clusters n =0-4,
As T is reduced the P"determined variationally from the cluster variation method depart from the random values, reAecting a thermodynamic enhancement or suppression of the distinct clusters. Figure 13 (a"x ) & 0, cluster m will correspondingly be suppressed with respect to bulk. Inspection of Fig.   10 (a) suggests prominent suppressions near x =0.2 for the Cu3Au cluster on a, =a, [Cu] , and near x =0.8 for CuAu3 for a, =a, [Au] . These expectations are directly confirmed in Figs. 13(a) and 13(c), respectively. ,
In Fig. 14(a) we show the b, P"(x,T) for GaAs Sb, 
(6.1b) using the identity dx /d p = (dp/dx ) = (d b F/dx ) Under identical growth conditions p is common to bulk and epitaxial alloys growing near equilibrium.
We may thus conveniently measure the degree of composition pinning at the lattice-matched composition by the slope Q(x"M ) =dx, p/dxb"of the curve x,p(p) versus xbk(p) at
As described above, a homogeneous disordered phase of a separating alloy such as Ga& In As ceases to be stable for temperatures below the spinodal temperature r(x), whose maximum coincides with the maximum miscibility gap temperature.
The spinodal temperature r(x) is the locus of points satisfying d AI'/dx =0; we demonstrated above (Fig. 12) ' ' n pinning curves for the disordered Cu A alloy and ordered Cu ui-x ux dered Cu4 "Au"compounds at 500 K for a x, (p) Figure 17 shows contours of constant Q (x, T) using the regular solution theory for the alloy system Ga"In& P (In+Al) growth rate be the same as the total group-V (As) growth rate. Experimentally As is introduced into the reaction chamber as As~at temperatures low enough that the dimer concentration is small, so that we assume the nominal applied As pressure is given by P~, =4P~, . Fig. 19(a) .
The elastic thermodynamic description above is readily applied to predict these curves. Fig. 19(b) and the smoothed experimental curves in Fig. 19(a) is quite satisfactory, although the theoretical curves drop more quickly with temperature.
In Fig. 20 
